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The Present Man-Made Crisis:
(continued from last issue)

Are the BPP Trustees Hell-Bent
On Committing A Breach Of Trust?
How Many Counsels Do They Want
The Trust-Deed To Be Examined By?
Trustees’ Indifference Mainly Responsible For
The Deterioration Of The Dakhmas!
Mother Nature Not Allowed To Perform
Her Role Unhindered
Artificial Props Not The Answer To
The “Malfunctioning” Of The Dakhmas

Dhanmai Baria – A Pawn In The Hands
Of Vested Interests Including A Couple Of BPP Trustees?!
outside Doongerwadi, under any alternative method
of disposal of bodies, i.e. other than the conventional
method of being consigned to the Tower of Silence.”

In a most bizarre and awesome development, the
trustees of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet have
written a letter dated May 15/16, 2006 to Nadir A.
Modi, Senior Counsel, regarding “Alternative (sic)
method of disposal of bodies outside Doongerwadi
– aspects regarding the four days’ prayers (sic) being
performed at Doongerwadi”

Before proceeding further, notice some of the words
used. While the ceremonies are rightly said to be
“enjoined under the Zoroastrian faith”, what about
the Dakhmas and Dokhmenashini? Aren’t they
equally enjoined in the Zoroastrian religion,
particularly in the Vendidad? On what grounds do
the BPP trustees, on whose behalf B.T. Dastur has
signed the letter, talk of some “alternative (sic)
method of disposal”? This is nothing but rank

The BPP trustees are the querists. They want to
know if the Trust Deed(s) permit the trustees to
allow “the four days’ obsequial ceremonies, enjoined
under the Zoroastrian faith at Doongerwadi in cases
in which the bodies of the deceased are disposed of
1
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organisations have raised this question of
late? The answer, as everyone knows, is that
only one woman, who was emotionally
charged and high-strung, was used as a pawn
by those who had been waiting in the wings
since 2001, including at least one trustee of
the BPP. The hysterics and histrionics of
Dhanmai Baria, were then thoroughly and
shamelessly exploited by the PTA columnist
in The Bombay Samachar!!

hypocrisy on the part of the BPP trustees. Who
has given them the right to segregate the
obsequial 4-day rituals from Dokhmenashini?
The trustees are duty bound to stick to the
Zoroastrian traditions and tenets, which have
been religiously followed for more than 300
years on the Doongerwadi land, which they
hold in trust. Their very letter, which talks of
permitting “four days prayers(?) at
Doongerwadi in cases where the body of a
deceased is disposed of (sic) by a method of
disposal other than the conventional method
of disposal under Khurshed Nagirishni”,
tantamounts to a breach of faith and
perpetrating a fraud on the Parsee
community, on whose behalf, they only ACT
AS CUSTODIANS AND MANAGERS of the
Doongerwadi land!!

A Conspiracy
All this clearly points to a conspiracy, a saazish, in
which right from the top, different people are
involved in scuttling, nay, destroying the
consecrated Dakhmas!! The trustees of the Bombay
Parsi Punchayet are guilty of neglecting or worse
still, gradually destroying the Dakhmas, through
the years!

The Supreme Irony!
To think, that just a week earlier, the BPP trustees,
in their press release signed by Minoo Shroff and
published in the Parsee press, on the 7th May, 2006,
had that pontifically proclaimed “we are
(unanimously) committed to maintain and
strengthen the Dokhmenashini system”! How? By
asking a legal eagle if 4 days ceremonies for those
who opt for other methods could be performed at
Doongerwadi? Aren’t the BPP trustees guilty of
torpedoeing their own commitment? Imagine,
Minoo Shroff telling us on the one hand, “We seek
the understanding and support of all well-meaning
Parsi Zoroastrians in our efforts to strengthen and
maintain the Dokhmenashini system”, and on the
other, his CEO Dastur, tells Nadir Modi, “for and
on behalf of the Trustees of the BPP” that “The
question has assumed considerable importance of
late in the light of a view being expressed in several
quarters of the Zoroastrian Community(?) to the
effect that the Trustees should permit the four days
prayers at Doongerwadi in cases where the body of
a deceased is disposed of by a method of disposal
other than the conventional method of disposal...”

Some of our readers may ask, but what would any
trustee gain by doing so? The answer has been
blowing in the wind, for the last at least eight years!
Since 1998, some of us have been requesting the
BPP trustees to take certain preliminary measures,
like opening up the pavis not in use, making use of
at least part of the fourth disused Dakhma, etc.
but all this has fallen on deaf ears.
In our public meetings in 2001, we had made it very
clear that at least one trustee and a top staffer seem
to be keen on making the Dakhmas unworkable.
It’s a very subtle but cunning gameplan. A facade
is always created to show that the trustees are
deeply concerned about the proper functioning of
Dokhmenashini.
On 31st October 2000, a round-table meeting was
held at the Khareghat Hall. The BPP trustees had
invited high priests, priests, scholars, etc., to discuss
ways and means to counter the ill-effects of the
disappearance of vultures at Doongerwadi. In that
meeting, options and devices to stifle the stench and
methods to “dehydrate the bodies” fast, were
discussed. A couple of experts were specially invited,
who suggested blowing ozone in the Dakhmas and
pouring herbal powder on the corpses!!

How many Mumbai Parsees have informed the
BPP trustees orally or in writing that they
want to go for a method other than
Dokhmenashini?

Both, the solar concentrators and the DDD-AG were
a few months away! Your Editor argued very
forcefully that these artificial props are absolutely
anti-Zoroastrian and that a conducive atmosphere

The note by B.T. Dastur mentions the words, “the
question has assumed considerable importance of
late...” How many Parsee journals or
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did in his letter of 26th April, 2006, inviting high
priests, scholars, etc. for a meeting. Doesn’t
this gesture of acting post-haste, only
because two persons made some noises,
clearly show where the needle of suspicion
points?

should be created for Khurshed Yazad and the
consecrated Dakhmas to function naturally. The
trustees never bothered about these suggestions.
DDD-AG which came thereafter, is recent history.
The bogey raised by some doctors and lawyers was
that at Doongerwadi, there was a health hazard, in
the absence of vultures. Who instigated them?
Someone was pulling the strings from behind them
– someone very much connected with the BPP!!

G

It took three public meetings in 2001 and the WHO
opinion that corpses/cadavers lying in the sun did
not constitute a health hazard, for the BPP, some
of whose trustees were in league with DDD-AG, to
hold in abeyance a “decision” to allow facility for
rituals at Doongerwadi, for those who opted for
cremation or burial!
As we had thought, the issue was simmering and
just kept on the back-burner. This year, most
unexpectedly, one Dhanmai Baria came in
extremely handy for the vested interests, who were
biding their time. Meanwhile, the ozone and herbal
powder experiments had failed miserably and
hundreds of thousands of rupees had gone down the
drain! What remained were the solar concentrators
– the last vestige of refuge both for those in favour
and those against Dokhmenashini. The latter
were just waiting for the simmering pot to boil over.
They were the ones who latched on to the highstrung Dhanmai Baria. They include: the PTA
columnist of the Bombay Samachar, one or two
trustees of the BPP and their henchmen, whether
in AZA or ARZ!

G

Who gave Baria the illegal photographs of
the insides of a Dakhma, which were taken
five years ago?

G

Why did the BPP trustees not nip in the bud,
the high-octane kaqlat of Dhanmai, right in the
beginning?

G

On the contrary, why did the BPP trustees
completely acquiesce in the loony shenanigans
of the PTA columnist and Baria’s bawls?

G

No sensible human being could say that the
deliberately orchestrated campaigns against
Dokhmenashini by just two individuals can be
construed as that “need to be addressed”
issues... of grave importance”, as Minoo Shroff
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Why did the trustees not take any legal
action against Baria, as she had in her
possession photographs which were
illegally taken. Boards put up by the trustees
themselves outside the Dakhmas, prohibit any
photography in the environs. Then, how come
these pictures brazenly taken inside the
Dakhmas, where Dhanmai Baria’s mother
was also placed, were allowed to be
distributed freely in Parsee baugs, which
are held under trust by the BPP trustees!!
Some readers of The Parsee Voice will recall
that at the time of his re-election, a sitting
trustee showed some of the same photographs
to a few of his friends who called on him at his
office! What does one make of all this? THAT
THERE IS A DIRTY, MURKY GAME-PLAN OF
VESTED INTERESTS BOTH INSIDE AND
OUTSIDE
THE
BOMBAY
PARSI
PUNCHAYET! THEY JUST DON’T WANT
THE DAKHMAS TO FUNCTION IN THE
NATURAL WAY!

The vital question that then arises is: Why don’t
the BPP trustees step aside, for a year or two, and
entrust the responsibility of the administration and
management of the day-to-day functioning of the
Dakhmas to an ad-hoc committee of individuals,
who will religiously and faithfully look after them
as the Zoroastrian religion enjoins them to? Let this
committee be given a free-hand to make
Dokhmenashini workable, even in the present
adverse circumstances, provided it operates within
reasonable parameters, fixed by all genuinely
concerned. Ultimately, these committee
members will be answerable to the BPP
trustees, say, every six months or annually.
If such an ad-hoc committee is formed, naturally
the present Doongerwadi Advisory Committee, with
a plethora of members who are only interested in
car-parks, or flora and fauna at Doongerwadi, will
have to be disbanded.
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its own, as enjoined in the oldest Nasks of the
Zoroastrians – Vendidad or the Law against the
Demons.

The proposed ad-hoc committee can then
immediately take up remedial measures, which are
the need of the hour, like: open up more pavis lying
unused (almost 50%!!) today; build a new
unconsecrated Dakhma or chotra inside the vast
expanse of Doongerwadi, clean and open up all the
nikoris (channels) and gutters near the pavis and
outside, so that, all the muckish fluid can flow
through them freely. And, above all, at least over
one Dakhma, stop all the solar panels/
concentrators from functioning. Let the magnetic
circuits of that Dakhma (or whatever remains of
them) function freely, alongwith the direct rays of
the Sun, i.e. let Khurshed Nagirishni function on

The Parsee Voice is ready to take full
responsibility in forming this ad-hoc committee of
just 4-5 individuals, who would be able to turn round
Dokhmenashini to almost its original glory, of
course, minus the vultures. We are prepared to
devote all our time and energy for this laudable
purpose, as we firmly believe that to cure an acne
or a carbuncle on one’s face, one doesn’t have to chop
off one’s whole body!
Any takers?

Our Mailbag

Diclofenac & BPP Trustees
taking up with the Government of India, the
banning of Diclofenac with immediate effect.

Sir, When the vultures were there in abundance at
Doongerwadi, some of our friends cribbed about
their dead bodies being devoured by these birds.
Today, when Nature’s scavengers have disappeared,
because of a drug called Diclofenac given to cattle
to protect them from fever and infection, which the
vultures in turn, ingested from the carcasses, some
of our fellow-religionists argue that the
Dokhmenashini system is not functioning! You
have rightly pointed out that vultures constitute
only the third factor, the other two being Khurshed
Nargishini, as spelt out in detail in the Vendidad
and the sacred, consecrated Dakhma itself with its
own shakti and propelling force!

That is what set me thinking. In the past, say 60-70
years ago, the BPP trustees were always alert and
quick on the up-take in taking up any matter
pertaining to our community with the Government
of the day. The present lot of trustees knew
more than two years ago, that the culprit that
caused the death of vultures was definitely
Diclofenac. Yet, to this day, none of them has
wagged a little finger to tell the powers that
be that the whole Parsee community suffers
because of the absence of vultures! The shame
of it!
Armeen X. Bulsara

A friend of mine, who knows the present lot of BPP
trustees, occasionally reminds me that none of them
is interested or bothered about the regular
functioning of the consecrated dakhmas.

[Editor’s Note: Reader Armeen has hit the nail on
the head! Don’t ever expect the BPP trustees to take
up any such issue with the authorities. Try sending
them a draft of the letter to be sent to the Prime
Minister. You should realise that they are frightfully
busy with boosting their own egos and self-esteems.
That is, when they are not pre-occupied with a World
Body or that notorious FDU or posing for pictures
to be published in Jame Weekly or the BPP Review.
And, of course, how can anyone forget the rampant
politics inside the Board Room and the toppling
game being shamefully played therein? Do you still
think the Dakhmas have any chance of being even
considered for a passing thought? Forget it!]

I didn’t believe him. But, now, when we have had it
from the horse’s mouth of course, put
euphemistically, “The general state of bodies in the
Dokhmas is not as is sought to be made out,” we
know that almost everything is rotten in the state
of BPP’s goldmine at Malabar Hill.
Which brings me to the main purpose of writing this
letter. The other day, I had been to a public meeting
of the Bombay Natural History Society. The experts
on vultures there regretted the public apathy in
Vol. III. 8 & 9
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How Would You Like Your Corpse, Sir?
Baked Or Deep Fried?
Or... May Be..., Spiked With Bacteria, Microbes etc.?
The other day, the CEO of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet,
B.T. Dastur, flatly denied that Nassasalars gave a
choice to the relatives to select between solar
concentrators and the direct rays of the sun.

the verdict of history.” Coming back to Mumbai, a
small group of Parsees wanted to do the “in” thing.
Though a regular colony of vultures visited the
Dakhmas, some snooty Zoroastrians wanted to try
out the new baking process.

If the BPP trustees and the Parsee community do
not pull up their socks now, a time may come when
the questions posed in the above heading, may be
asked to a Zoroastrian on his or her death bed!

But they did not approach the BPP trustees
for any facility. Instead, they asked for land from
the Bombay Municipal Corporation, for constructing
a crematorium for the Parsees. But the BMC
declined and there ended the pipe-dream of some
crematorium-crazies of the early 20th century.

But, at present, for the likes of the PTA columnist
and for the tiny tribe of Dhanmai Baria’s, who seems
to have given a P/A to him, a few salient points about
the extremely adverse effects both on the soul and
the etheric astral bodies of Zoroastrians if either of
the two anti-Zoroastrian methods of cremation or
burial is adopted, are given here.

Thereafter, from time to time, some ignorant
Parsees did propagate the idea of cremation. But it
remained just an idea. A Parsee here and there did
opt for it as a novel way of kicking the bucket. But
what he did not know was, to what extent he was
going to condemn his soul!

Even without going into the nitty-gritty, a lay
Parsee should ask those wayward Parsees who are
not sure whether they should be baked, fried or
buried after death, one simple question: show us a
Muslim, Christian or Jew, who will opt for
cremation; or, in the alternative, show us an average
Hindu, who plumps for burial! Why? Why is it that
people belonging to the four other great
religions strictly adhere to the dictates and
tenets of their religion, while fickle-minded
Parsees fly in the face of categorical
injunctions in the Vendidad and clamour for
a totally alien method? Why this defiance?
Why the rebellion? Because, (a) they are ignorant
of the basic tenets of their religion and (b) there is
no one to check or control them. In fact, we have
some supine BPP trustees, who give in to their
whims, instead of taking them to task.

(1) In the Zoroastrian religion, like the other three
basic elements, air or atmosphere, for which the
Avesta word is Vayu, plays a very important role.
On this Vayu, the presiding Deities are Min ō R ām
and Guvad Yazad. It is they who help the Asar-eRoshni, = benevolent cosmic currents to come down
freely through the different layers of the
atmosphere. “Ramno Khastrahe, Vayaosh
Uparo-Kairyahe, taradato anyaish daman,
aetat te Vayo, yat te asti spento mainyaom.”
The Khastra (etheric electricity) which belongs to
the surrounding rarified atmosphere of Min ō Rām,
is of a very high grade among all creations; it belongs
to (the creation) of Spenta Mainyu”
There are many kinds of electrical energies
operating in Nature (compare the electricity of
lightning with the lowliest/densest of electricity
generated by mankind on earth). When these
different electricities operate on different planes
sanctioned for or allotted to them by Nature, there
is spiritual bliss all round. Zoroastrians are enjoined
to help all these electro-magnetic forces in Nature
to function, in the line of Asar-e-Roshni.

Cremate & Be Condemned
Less than a 100 years ago, some wealthy Parsees
took it into their heads to turn fashionable. Electric
crematorium had just been introduced in Mumbai.
In England, the Cremation Society, in its magazine,
came out severely against burial, calling it “a relic
of barbarism.” “Grave burial,” it said, “is a throwback to the days of darkness and savagery; such is
Vol. III. 8 & 9
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sprites that exist on that plane! This is extremely
disastrous for a Zoroastrian, whose soul then starts a
kind of lamentation, a dirge, that if a living Zoroastrian
like the PTA columnist or Dhanmai Baria were to hear,
they would go crazy! And, if it were a soul like Baria’s,
entrapped above there, it won’t even get a chance to
chortle, “Aaj Kyun Hamse Purdah hai...!”

scorched in an electric crematorium, a Zoroastrian
throws a spanner in the works of Minō R ām.
Moreover, because of the emanations from the Nasā
Druj of a corpse, what the Pahlavi writers called
Baad-e-Saritar = putrid atmosphere and electrical
energies are manifested there. All this gives rise to
Asar-e-Tariqui or malevolent currents and vibes in
the environment.

Aafat Gāh – Not Arām Gāh!
Towards the end of the 19th century, when Queen
Victoria ruled as the Empress of India, Parsees, as
always were smitten by the British bug – both
during their lifetime (mores and manners) and even
after death, when, as mentioned above, some tinchkā
bāwās were filled with revulsion that their bodies
would be devoured by vultures after death. “How
nice and pleasant it would be if we, too, like the
progressive gora sahebs, laid to rest our dear ones
in a grave, with a fancy tombstone over it and a
poetic epitaph written thereon, so that from time to
time, we can come and wish the corpse beneath the
earth, RIP!” While in reality, the physical body
with the basic elements (anāsars) alongwith
the very powerful druj-e-nasu, getting
stronger and stronger every passing hour, lie
in company of the plethora of microbes,
bacteria and a host of creepy crawlies
swarming all over!

The long and short of it is that smoke that emerges out
of a chimney of an electric crematorium pollutes the
entire atmosphere in the lower layers to such an extent
that the upper rarefied layers, which have much purer
air (as on a mountain top), also get thoroughly polluted,
thereby viciously disturbing the exalted grades of
Khastra (electrical energies operating in Nature) of
Min ō R ām, and creating a violent disorder in Nature!
(2) In Nature, the basic rule is: Nothing is destroyed.
Everything gets transformed from one lower state to
another higher state if Nature is allowed to work
unhindered. For example, a speck of dust (matter), one
day, will be transferred to the fiery (energy) state. In
between, it will pass through many transformations
and processes.
Similarly, when a corpse is burnt or baked, the end
visible result is ash, but the physical body, alongwith
the etheric (azda) and the anasars that were trapped
inside, which was burned or baked, has not been
destroyed. It has been transformed into another
invisible form in a slightly upper dimension. This
invisible form also has the soul alongwith it,
which (the soul of the Zoroastrian) was
supposed to have gone on a higher plane – the
threshold of Chinvat! This second ‘body’ or invisible
form, then falls a prey to myriad of lower spirits, and

And what about the soul sitting inside the astral
body in that dimension where the writ of spirits and
other dark forces prevails! You love your dear ones
so much during lifetime. But after death, you have
no compunction in tormenting their soul for almost
a century – the time taken for the Zoroastrian soul
to be freed, so as to reach Chinvat!!

Jejune Jam-e...!
took a turn. The ownership changed hands. Splendid
opportunity for the scheming, vindictive shadow-editor
to fill the vacuum! Once he found his bearings, this
deen-dushman let loose a barrage of vendatta on anyone
and everyone, who crossed his path!

Time was when, under Adi Marzban, we had a daily
broadsheet ‘Jam-e-Jamshed’, containing all sorts of
readable articles on diverse subjects written by
well-known persons. At least some of these write-ups had
genuine substance. They were thought-provoking.
“Jam-e-Jamshed Weekly”, too, in those days was read
with interest in many Parsee homes.

After six years, Jam-e... has been reduced to a pale
shadow of its original form, with ghost writers (we know
most of them, belittling and running down all those, who
they think are a thorn in their flesh! Even a Feng Shui
Dhondy must be feeling helpless. But then, all good-andbad-things come to an end. So will the bilge published in
“Jam-e...” – very shortly!

Then came Rusi Dhondy, who, till then was a director.
He took over the editorial reins from an ailing Marzban.
Jam-e-Jamshed Weekly trundled along the well-beaten
path for quite some time.
Soon came the turn of the century. Rusi’s fortunes also
Vol. III. 8 & 9
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The V
endidad T
ext On Burial & Cremation
Vendidad
Text
Any nincompoop will at once realise that when a
dead body lies on the floor in the direct rays of
the Sun, it takes one whole year for the ground to
be purified, how much more will the ground or earth
dug up, to bury such a corpse, minus the Sun’s rays,
will take to be purified?!

Pargard (Chapter) VIII. 73-78 [Gist]
What should a Bust-e-Kustiyan, or a Mazdayasni
do if he sees a corpse (or similar putrid matter) being
cooked or baked on fire?
[In the Vendidad, all the questions are raised
by Holy Prophet Zarthushtra and the replies
are given by Lord Ahura Mazda].

And the exact answers are given by Lord Ahura
Mazda Himself in paras. 48-50. Therein, it is very
specifically and categorically stated that if a
body is directly buried in the earth, it will take
atleast 50 years for that earth to be purified!
Worse still, if a tomb is raised over the body
and then sealed, it will take as many years for
the earth to be purified, till the dust of the
body mingles with the earth!

The very first step that Ahura Mazda asks a
Mazdayasnan to take is to stop the fire from burning
further and to scatter the logs of wood. Thereafter,
instructions are given how to purify that fire and
convert it into a dadgah!
In the same Chapter VIII, in para 7, it is enjoined
that a dead body, before being taken for
Dokhmenashini, should be kept on a dry floor,
which should be at least 100 ft. away from any fire.

Then, in the same para 50, comes the
masterstroke from Lord Ahura Mazda:
“O Spitaman Zarthosht! Thou shouldst
guide the people to destroy all such
tombs and dig up the graves!

Pargard (Chapter) VII 45-50
Question is asked by the Prophet: If a corpse is kept
on the ground under and enveloped by the direct
rays of the sun, after how long can that ground be
restored to its original state? Ahura Mazda replies:
Such a ground takes atleast a year to return
to its original state!

So much for D.D. Baria’s arām gāh!!
nn

Surprise, Surprise! The Joint Honorar
y Secretar
y Of FPZAI
Honorary
Secretary
Tur
ns T
raditional!
urns
Traditional!
In May, The Parsee Voice wrote a letter to
the BPP and asked them why no invitation was
sent to it to cover the FPZAI meeting in Thane,
end-March 2006.

Samachar, Jam-e-Jamshed and Parsiana have been
invited and this tradition was followed and will
continue to be followed at all meetings of the
Federation.”

In his letter to the Editor, “Parsee Voice”, written a
month later and sent through Mumbai’s Vichare
Courier, in a “Machine Tools (India) Ltd. New Delhi”
cover, Keki J. Gandhi, who has signed only as “Hon.
Secretary” (Dinshaw Mehta, the BPP trustee, who
has been appointed the Jt. Hon. Secretary, to note,
please), states: “This has reference to your letter
dated 10th May, 2006. At all previous meetings of
the Federation representatives of only Mumbai

Wonders never cease! At least the guy who, once
upon a time was “ashamed to be a Parsi”, now talks
of “tradition”. Shall we say “2½ Cheers!” to that?

Vol. III. 8 & 9

[The imp in us wonders if, at this rate, the new
Mumbai publications like “DNA” or “Mumbai
Mirror” disqualify themselves from any public
meeting or press conference?]
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dy„bC_u Xy„$NfhpX$u `f afu\u iê$ \e¡gy„ OdkpZ!
iy„ dy„bC_u `pfku `„Qpes `pfku L$p¡d_¡ l\¡mudp„ Qp„v$
bsphhp dp„N¡ R>¡?
L$p¡d_u L$d_kubu R>¡ L¡$ ^_dpe bpqfep S>¡hp„ c|gphpdp„
`X¡$gp„ bp_y l$p¡mu_y„ _pqfe¡m b_hp s¥epf \C Åe R>¡!
õ\pr`s rlsp¡_¡ lh¡ ld¢i_p„ X$pdhp_u spsu S>ê$f!
¾$ud¡V$ L$fhp\u L¡$ v$pV$hp\u, S>f\p¡ísu v$u__u q¾$epAp¡
fhp__¡ `lp¢QsuS> _\u!
`pfku L$p¡ddp„ AcpÁepAp¡_u L$p¡C L$du _\u! Äepf¡
Ap`Zp„ hX$ugp¡ A_¡ `|h®Å¡ S>¡ il¡f ep Npddp„ hkhpV$
L$fhp ÅA¡, Ðepf¡ `l¡g¡ Ðep„ A¡L$ v$¿dy„ Ecy„ L$fhp_u
sS>huS> L$fsp lsp, Ðepf¡ ApS>¡ L$epds L¡$ L$rmeyN_u
brglpfu Sy>Ap¡, L¡$ s¡Ap¡_p„S> h„iÅ¡, Nu^p¡ _tl lp¡hp_¡
L$pfZ¡, v$p¡¿d¡_iu_u _u rhê$Ý^ âQpf L$fhp S>fpA¡
AQL$psp _\u!
R>¡ëgp R> hj®dp„ dy„bC_u Xy„$NfhpX$u, Äep„ `p„Q v$¿dpAp¡
A_¡ A¡L$ “Qp¡sfp¡” k¢L$X$p¡ hjp£\u R>¡, A_¡ S>¡dp„\u dy„bC_u
`pfku `„Qpes aL$s khp b¡(!) v$¿dpAp¡_p¡S> hjp£\u
Dàep¡N L$f¡ R>,¡ Ðep„ Nu^p¡ _tl Aphhp\u, L¡$V$gpL$ õ\pr`s
rlsp¡ bydfpZ A_¡ sp¡ap_ dQphu füp R>¡.
\p¡X$pL$ drl_p \ep hmu `pRy>„ A¡L$ dp¡V$p c|gphpdp„ `X¡$gp„
A¡L$ bp_y, ^_dpe bpqfepA¡, A¡hy„ bydfpZ L$fu dyL$ey„ R>¡
L¡$ v$¿dpAp¡dp„ gpip¡ kX$su, L$p¡$lhpsu `X$u fl¡ R>¡, s¡_p
Y$NgpAp¡ c„X$pfdp„ dyL$hpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡, A_¡ R>¡hV¡$, v$¿dp_u
blpf MpX$p¡ Mp¡X$u, s¡Ap¡_¡ v$pV$hpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡! hmu s¡_p
ap¡V$pAp¡ `Z `pX$u/`X$phu, s¡Ap¡ asp„D b_u, `pfku
Ofp¡dp„ s¡d_p„ gMpZ kp\¡ dp¡Lgph¡ R>¡!
A¡V$gy„S> _tl lp¡e s¡d A¡Ap¡ âQpf L$f¡ R>¡ L¡$ `pfkuAp¡A¡
v$V$php_u ep c|Åhp_u ê$Y$u A`_phu Å¡CA¡.
Ap b^pdp„ s¡Ap¡_¡ dy„bC kdpQpf _p “`pfku spfu
Vol. III. 8 & 9

Apfku” _p„ L$V$pf g¡ML$_p¡ cp„Np hp„k_p¡ V¡$L$p¡ v$f frhhpf¡
dþepS> L$f¡ R>¡! A¡Ap¡ `¡gu L$l¡hs, “_pv$p__u v$p¡õsu _¡
Å__y„ Å¡Md” c|gu S>sp„ gpN¡ R>¡.
OZp„ khpgp¡ Ecp \pe R>¡, S>¡ dp¡V¡$ cpN¡ Adp¡ ep¡Áe õ\m¡
A_¡ hMs¡ Ap cp_c|gp bp_y_¡ A_¡ s¡d_p¡ dmrsepAp¡_¡
`|R>uiy„.
kp¥ â\d dyvv$p¡ sp¡ Ap R>¡ L¡$ Xy„$NfhpX$u _u rhipm S>du_
A_¡ s¡_u D`f_p„ v$¿dpAp¡, v$p¡Y$kp¡, bkp¡, AY$ukp¡ hjp£
ANpD Ap`Zp„ dyfåbu _¡ ApN¡hp_p¡A¡, dy„bC_u `pfku
`„Qpes_¡ õhp^u_ L$ep¯ lsp„. s¡dp„ ifs A¡ lsu L¡$
v$¿dpAp¡ _ u ìehõ\p A_¡ s¡ A p¡ _ y „ k„ Q pg_ `pfku
S>f\p¡ísuAp¡ dpV¡$, s¡d_p„ ^d®_p„ L$pev$pAp¡ A_¡ âZprgL$p
dyS>b L$fhy„.
Ap L$pd kvuAp¡\u dy„bC_u `pfku `„Qpes_p„ V²$õV$uAp¡_¡
bpMybu _ucpìey„ lsy„. `f„sy, R>¡ëgp„ L¡$V$gp„L$ hjp£ \ep„
A_¡ Mpk L$fu_u Ap 21du kv$u_u iê$Aps\u,
`„ Q pes_p„ V² $ õV$uAp¡ A ¡ v$¿dpAp¡ _ u bpbsdp„ Qpgy
gp`fhpluS> bsphu R>¡.
Ap cpCAp¡_¡ v$¿dp_u, sg¡kd s¡ iy„, L¡$, s¡ S>f\p¡ísu
v$u__u Apsibl¡fpd/ArNApfuAp¡ S>¡huS> CÅA¡gu `pL$
k„õ\p R>¡, s¡_p ÓZ L$ip¡ lp¡e R>¡ s¡_u A„v$f spZp¡ `|fu_¡
Mpk q¾$epAp¡ L$fhpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡, A_¡ s¡ S>du_ A_¡ s¡_u
8
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S>¡ Apidp¡^p¡ ep Cdp_-aê$i A\p¡f_p_p¡ ldv$u_p¡_¡ J^¡
fõs¡ v$p¡fh¡ R>¡, s¡Ap¡_¡ sp¡ `p¡sp_p„ dN®Tp_ Ny_pl dpV¡$,
ch¡ ch_p„ a¡fpAp¡ MphpS> `X$i!¡ A_¡ S>¡ bl¡v$u_p¡ Ap b^p
“âp¡`N¡ÞX$p ”\u v$pf¡ hpC S>sp lp¡e, s¡Ap¡A¡ Ap`Zu L$pd
¡ _p
2 NyS>f L$fu NA¡gp rhÝhp_p¡_p„ dsp¡, S>¡ _uQ¡ Ap`¡gp„ R>¡,
s¡ `f M|b Ýep_ Ap`hp_u S>ê$f R>¡:
(1) b¡.b¡. A¡fhv$ aufp¡T ip. dkp_u:
S>f\p¡ísu fhp__¡ “Qlpê$d_¡ qv$hk¡ sp¡ kfp¡i_u `_pl l¡W$m
kfp¡i_u dpf¡asdp„ flu_¡S> ApNm h^hy„ Å¡CA¡, L¡$ S>¡ kfp¡i
eTv kp\_p¡ kugkugp¡ ANpD\u Å¡X$u Ap`hp_u s¥epfu
sfuL¡$bu ÓZ qv$hk v$fL¡ $ N¡ldp„ kfp¡i_u bpS> s\p ÓZ
kfp¡i_u eTí_¡_u q¾$epAp¡ L$fphhpdp„ Aph¡ R>.¡ Aip¡ kfp¡i
eTv$_u `_pldp„ Dfh_ (fhp_) k„`Z
| ® fus¡ S>C iL¡$ s¡_¡
Mpsf s¡ Dfh__¡ gNsp„ MpL$u ifuf_p„ A_yAp¡ R|>V$p„ `X$u
S>hp„ Å¡CA¡, A_¡ s¡_p„ A_pkfp¡ Ðep„\u DQL$ph
„ pS> Å¡CA¡.
`Z c|duv$pl L$fhp\u, S>du_dp„ d|X$vp„_¡ v$pV$ep\u sp¡ MpL$u
ifuf_p„ AZyAp¡ OZp„ gp„bp hMs ky^u L$pl¡ hpV$_u Nsudp„
fl¡ R>,¡ A_¡ s¡\u A_pkfp¡ JQL$php_y„ Ai¼e \C `X¡$ R>,¡
L$pfZ L¡$ Äep„ ky^u õ\|m A_yAp¡ A¡d_p A¡d L$pl¡ hpV$_u
Nsudp„ lp¡e R>,¡ Ðep„ ky^u s¡ ifuf_¡ gNsp A_pkfp¡ Ly$v$fs¡
_¡dg
¡ p A_pkfp¡_p `põbp_, v$ld eTv$_p„ lhpgpdp„ S>C
iL¡ _lu „. Ap fus¡ bõs¡ Ly$õsuAp__p„ fl¡gs bpv$ S>p¡ s¡_p
MpL$u ifuf_¡ v$pV$hpdp„ Aph¡gy„ lp¡e, sp¡ s¡_p Dfh__¡
Dfh__p„ `põbp_ kfp¡i eTv$ dv$v$Npf \C iL$sp _\u,
A_¡ s¡hu dv$v$ _tl dmhp_y„ A¡L$ L$pfZ A¡ R>¡ L¡$ s¡ Dfh__¡
gNsp MpL$u ifuf_p„ A_pkfp¡ JQL$pC S>C iL$sp _\u;
A_¡ Qlpê$d_u bpdv$pv$_p„ Mpk ApäuÞNp__u q¾$ep L¡$ S>¡
v$p¡ e\p kp\_p¡ v$ld eTv$ _p„ `l¡gp L$fv$p\uS> L$fhp_p¡ lp¡L$d
R>,¡ A_¡ S>¡ ApäuÞNp__u dsgb õ\|m A_pkfp¡_¡ v$ld
eTv$_p„ lhpgpdp„ kp¢`u_¡ `R>u syfs kfp¡i_p„ ApäuÞNp__p„
L$fv$p\u Dfh__¡ Aip¡ kfp¡i eTv$_u `_pldp„ ApNm
h^pfhp_u lp¡e R>,¡ s¡ dlp_ q¾$ep_u dsgb `pf `X$u iL$su
_\u, L¡$dL¡... k\|m A_pkfp¡ v$ld eTv$_p„ lhpgpdp„ S>C
iL$spS> _\u, A_¡ Dfh_ s¡ MpLu ifuf sfaS> M¡„Qpsy„
lp¡hp\u..., kfp¡i_u `_pl gC iL$s„y _\u.

_uQ¡ L$pd L$fsp ÅsÅs_p du_p¡ A_¡ eTv$p¡_¡ kp\¡ L¡$hp¡
k„b„^ ^fph¡ R>¡, L¡$ S>¡\u, h„v$uv$pv$ âdpZ¡, S>¡ S>du_ D`f
Aphy„ v$¿dy Ecy„ lp¡e, s¡ S>du_ L¡$hu Myi lp¡e, rh. _y„
cp_ L¡$ iyÙ R>¡S> _tl!
hmu ldZp„_p„ V²$õV$uAp¡_¡ Myfi¡v$ _Nufí_udp„ Ly$v$fs_p¡ L¡$hp¡
qL„$dsu c„X$pf `X¡$gp¡ R>,¡ s¡_p¡ `Z Mpbp¡¿epg _\u! bëL¡$
s¡Ap¡_¡ Ap b^p_u L$iu `X$uS> _\u! A¡V$g¡S> sp¡ s¡Ap¡
R>pihpf¡ cu_y„ k„L$¡ gu v$C, L$pd
¡ _¡ lp\V$pmuAp¡ Apàep L$f¡ R>!¡
spS>¡sfdp„ aL$s ^_ bpqfep A_¡ A¡d_¡ bl„wv$p¡ V¡$L$p¡ Ap`u,
cÌ$u QY$ph_pf dy„bC kdpQpf_p„ L$V$pf g¡ML$, b¡ifdu
`f Dsfu, v$¿dpAp¡ A„v$f_p„ N¡fL$p_y_u ap¡V$pAp¡ `pX$u,
L$p¡ddp„ L$pNpfp¡m L$ey¯, A¡V$g¡ V²$õV$uAp¡A¡ NcfpC_¡(?) Ap
`hpf¡ Ne¡gp„ bpC_¡, bp¡X®$ duqV„$Ndp„ bp¡gphu Mp¡Vy„$ DÐs¡S>_
Apàey „ ! A¡ V $gy „ S > _tl, `Z A¡ A p¡ _ ¡ L$b° õ sp_ A_¡
¾$ud¡V$pq¡ fed dpV¡$ `pfku L$pg
¡ p¡_uAp¡dp„ Mp¡V$p âQpfp¡ L$fhp_u
V$L$ Ap`u!
Ap b^y„ iy„ bsph¡ R>¡? L¡$ L$p¡C V²$õV$uAp¡ Ap bpbsdp„ `p¡s¡S>
MfX$pe¡gp R>¡?
hmu, V²$õV$uAp¡A¡, Ap bpC A_¡ `¡gp L$V$pfg¡ML$_p„
L$l¡hp\u, hqf›$ kp¡rgrkV$f, _pv$uf dp¡v$u_p¡ Arcâpe,
L¡$ Xy„$NfhpX$u `f blpf ¾$ud¡V$ \e¡gp„Ap¡_u ep L$b°õsp_dp„
`X$hp dp„NspAp¡_u 4 qv$hk_u q¾$ep \C iL¡$ L¡$, s¡
d„Npìep¡ R>¡!!
Aphp¡ hprleps A_¡ b¡lz„v$p¡ âí_, S>¡ S>f\p¡ísu v$u__p„
L$p_y_p¡_y„ kqfApd Dg„^_ L$f¡ R>¡, s¡ `pfku `„Qpes_p„
V²$õV$uAp¡_¡ `|R>hp_p¡ lL$ L$p¡Z¡ Apàep¡? Ap bpbsdp„ sdpd
v$u_v$pf ldv$u_p¡A¡ kMsdp kMs rhfp¡^ L$fhp¡S> füp¡!
Ap_p k„v$c®dp„ Mpk S>Zphhp_y„ L¡$ L¡$V$gpL$ hjp£\u S>¡
õ\p`rs rlsp¡ S>f\p¡ í su v$u_ A_¡ s¡ _ u A¡ S >dsu
k„õ\pAp¡_u cp„Nap¡X$ _u âh©rÐsAp¡dp„ AV$hpA¡gp R¡,
s¡Ap¡_¡ lh¡ X$pdhp_p¡ hMs `pL$u Nep¡ R>¡.
v$¿dpAp¡ d p„ ApS>¡ L¡ $ V$gp„ L $ Ly $ v$fsu L$pfZp¡ \ u A_¡
L¡ $ V$guL$ gpNsphmNspAp¡ _ u b¡ v $fL$pfu\u Ady L $
MpduAp¡ Ecu \C lp¡e, sp¡ s¡\u A¡d _\u W$fsy„ L¡$ Ap
v$u__u A¡S>dsu k„õ\pAp¡ b„^ L$fu _p„Mp¡, ep A¡d `Z
_\u L¡ $ s¡ \ u `pfkuAp¡ _ p„ ibp¡ _ ¡ L$b° õ sp_dp„ ep
huS>muL$ cÌ$udp„ _p„Mp¡!
S>¡ cpCAp¡ A_¡ bl¡_p¡ Aphp¡ N„v$p¡ A_¡ v$u_vy$íd_u cf¡gp¡
âQpf L$f¡ R>,¡ s¡Ap¡A¡ `p¡sp_p d_ A_¡ ÆNfdp„ Ap lL$uL$s
L$p¡sfu fpMhu Å¡CA¡ L¡$ A¡L$ v$V$pegp ep ¾$ud¡V$ \e¡gp
S>f\p¡ísu fhp__¡ kfp¡i_u q¾$epAp¡ `lp¢QsuS> _\u!
Vol. III. 8 & 9

“S>f\p¡ísu v$u__u sdpd `rhÓ q¾$epAp¡ s¡_u kp\¡ Ap`¡gp
v$u_-ApC__p„ sdpd k„Å¡Np¡ lpS>f lp¡hp hNf L¡$hu N¡fk„b„^u (inconsistent) \C `X¡$ R>¡ s¡ Ap`Z¡ kl¡gpC\u
kdÆ iLuA¡ R>uA¡.”
(2) b¡.b¡. S>lp„Nuf kp¡. Qu_uhpgp:
“S>¡ kpl¡bp¡ ¾$ud¡V$p¡qfeddp„ ib_¡ bpmhp dp„N¡ R>¡, A_¡
`R>u s¡Ap¡ Qplê$d_u bpdv$pv¡$, v$ld_y„ Ap¾$uÞNp_ L$fph¡,
9
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“q¾$epAp¡ _ ¡ L$p¡ V $mp„ _ u D`dp S>¡ A p¡ Ap`u Nep R>¡ ,
s¡Ap¡A¡S> ¾$ud¡V$p¡qfed_u l¡dpes L$u^u R>¡, sp¡ `R>u
s¡ h pAp¡ _ u Sy > Ì$u ^prd® L $ fplbfu L$by g _pf
¾$ud¡V$p¡qfedhpv$u ldv$u_p¡, ib_¡ ¾$ud¡V$ L$fu L$p¡V$mp„ S>¡hu
q¾$epAp¡ L$fphhp_¡ iy„ L$pd CÞs¡Åfu ^fph¡ R>¡? iy„ L$pd
`pfku L$p¡d_¡ s¡Ap¡ f„ÅX¡$ R>¡? v$u__p„ afdp_p¡ dp\¡
QlX$phhp„S> lp¡e, sp¡ b^pS> afdp_p¡ `|Z® A¡s¡L$pv$ kp\¡
QlX$ph¡, _l] sp¡ b^y„S> R>p¡X$u v¡$hp¡”.

s¡_p¡ A\®S> lp¡sp¡ _\u, L$pfZ `¡gp bps¡_ A_pkfp¡ sp¡
v$ld eTv$_p„ lhpgpdp„ Ne¡gp„ lp¡sp„ _\u. s¡S> dyS>b
ÓZ fps S>¡ kfp¡i_p¡ L$fv$p¡, kQL$pf_u cp¢e ApNm
L$fhp_p¡ R>¡ A_¡ kfp¡ i _p h„ v $uv$pv$, CS>í_¡ _ u,
`phdl¡g_u S>¡ Qpf v$lpX$p_u q¾$ep \pe R>¡, s¡dp„ ê$hp__u
õÔAp¡j¡d_u lpgs Mugìhp_u dL$kv$ lp¡e R>¡. lh¡ Å¡
ib_¡ ¾$ud¡V$ L$fp¡ sp¡ ê$hp_ s¡ Apas\u ApNpl lp¡h¡, s¡_¡
s¡_u Mbf `X¡$ R>¡ A_¡ s¡_u õÔAp¡j¡d_u lpgs Mughp_¡
bv$g¡ s¡ ê$hp__y„ ApL$j®Z `¡gp ¾$ud¡V$ L$u^¡gp„ ib_u,
lhpdp„ b„^pegu _hu ApL©$rs sfa M¢Qpegy„ fl¡ R>¡, A_¡
s¡ Myb v$y:Mu \pe R>¡.
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^_dpe bpfuAp_¡ AfS>
ApS>¡ `Z Äep„ v$MdpAp¡ _\u Ðep„\u v|$fh¡f\u dy„bC_u
Xy „ $ NfhpX$u D`f fhp_p¡ _ ¡ gphu, OV$su q¾$epAp¡ L$fu
vp¡$¿d¡_iu_u \pe R>¡. Ap bpbv$dp„ ^_bpC bpfuep,
v$uëludp„ b¡W¡gp a¡X$f¡i_ _p k¡¾¡$V$fu L¡$L$u Np„^u (S>¡Ap¡ OfX$u
Op¡X$u_¡ gpg gNpd lpgsdp„ R>¡) s¡d_y„ `Z dpN®v$i®_ g¡i¡
sp¡ s¡d_¡ gpc \i¡.

s„Óuîu
`pfku hpµCk_p dpQ® 2006_p A„L$dp„ “L$p¡gp„dpe_u
L$V$L$V$”_p g¡Mdp„, L$p¡C ^_bpC bpfuep_p Xy„$NfhpX$udp„
NyS>fg
¡ pAp¡_p Ry>`pRy>` gu^¡gp ap¡V$p A_¡ N„v$p gMpZp¡ rhj¡_u
rhNsp¡ hp„Qu rhQpf Aph¡ R>¡ L¡$ A¡ ^_bpC bpfuApA¡
“Apfpd Npl”dp„_p Mpv$pAp¡ Mp¡v$phu, L$uX$pAp¡\u Mv$bv$sp
dyX$v$pAp¡_p ap¡V$p `Z `pX$hp Å¡CA¡. s¡ D`fp„s õdip_dp„
gpL$X$p_u L¡$ Cg¡L$V²$uL$ rQsp D`f cy„Åsp ibp¡_p `Z ap¡V$p
`pX$u s¡_u Ål¡fps L$fhu Å¡CA¡.

^d® A_¡ ^prd®L$ fuhpÅ¡_y `pg_, k¢L$X$p¡ hj®\u Ap`Zu L$pd
¡
L$fsu Aphu R>.¡ ApS>_p L$pÞ¡ h¢V$ L$gQf hpgp A¢Ágp¡ `pfkuAp¡
^d®_¡ A_¡ L$p¡d_¡ _yL$ip_ L$fu füp R>¡. `fv¡$i S>C hk¡gp
A_¡ Ðep„ Ap„sfÅsue gÁ_p¡ L$f_pf `pfkuAp¡ Ap`Zu
L$p¡d_¡ L$p¡C fus¡ D`ep¡Nu _\u. `fv¡$i\u Aph¡gp `¥kp_p¡
`Z h¡X$apV$ \pe R>¡. Apip R>¡ ^_bpC bpfuAp lh¡ v$p¡Y$
X$$lp`Z\u vy$f fl¡i¡.

õdip_dp„_p ap¡V$pAp¡_u Ål¡fps dpV¡$ l]vy$ cpCAp¡ ^_bpC_y
A`dp_ _lu L$f¡ A¡_u iy„ MpÓu? Ry>`p L¡$d¡fp\u ap¡V$p `pX$u
gp¡L$p¡_¡ åg¡L$d¡g L$fsp l¡hpgp¡ R>p`p„Ap¡dp„ Aph¡ R>¡. `p¡sp_p
b¡X$ê$d L¡$ bp\ê$ddp„ `Z Ry>`p L¡$d¡fp _\u A¡_uL$pmÆ
^_bpC fpM¡sp¡ kpê„$!

dT®bp_ M„^pX$ep

k|e®_p„ qL$fZp¡_y„ dlp_ L$pe®
“fhu_p„ v$uW$ A_¡ AZv$uW$ qL$fZp¡dp„ ÅsÅs_u Ly$v$fs_u
i[¼sAp¡ `X¡$gu R>¡. Aphp qL$fZp¡dp„ QuÅ¡_p¡ _pi L$fhp_u,
_pi L$u^¡gu QuÅ¡_u ìehõ\p L$fhp_u, s¡_p _pidp„\u _hp¡
OpV$ Ecp¡ L$fhp_u, s¡d ÅsÅs_u sfp¡spTNu Ap`hp_u,
rh. i[¼sAp¡ R>¡.”

k| e ® _ p„ qL$fZp¡ Nd¡ s¡ h u `X¡ $ gu hõsy _ ¡ L$p¡ l hpV$ A_¡
N¡fìehõ\p L$fsu AV$L$ph¡ R>¡. lhp_¡ õhÃR> fpM¡ R>¡ A_¡
`pZu, TpX$`pZ rh. D`f `Z s¡_u byg„v$ Akf \pe R>¡.
S>¡d Æhsu Æ„v$Nudp„, s¡d dfZ `R>u `Z Ap`Zp„ ifuf
D`f s¡ _ u N¡ b u Akfp¡ \su lp¡ h p\u Ap`Zp„ dlp_
`eNçbf kpl¡b¡ Ap`Z_¡ “Myfi¡v$ _Nufí_u” _u DÐsd
ê$Y$u bn¡gu R>¡.
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